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SUMMARY

Previous investigations have proven the feasibility of the electron-
bombardment ion source concept. This remort deals with an improved 10-
centimeter-diameter electron-bombardment ion rocket capable of operation
in performance regimes ebo-ore 10. illipounds of thrust. The source has
been ope-:ated above 10 nflli'ounds of thrust continuously for 10 hours
at a specific imculse of __00 seconds. The engine was also operated for
150 hours at 4 millipounds of thrust. The source has produced 0.5-ampere
bea= currents at as low an impulse as $5C0 seconds, yielding a calculated
th-rust of 13 millircunds. Accelerator i_-Tingement currents have been cn
the order of 1 percen of3 the bea m current. Mercury was used as a pro-
pellant during this investigation.

INTRODUCTIr.o

Previous investigations have proven the feasibility of the electron-
boz:card-=ent ion source concent (ref. 1). In determining the perfor--ance
o:of a new propulsion device it is a nat=-.s3 tendency to expand the per-
forz-nnce envelope as rapidly as possible. The results of the initial
investigation using a 10-centineter sour-ce led to the design of a more
ad7.anced ion source ( 'e;. 2). The ion -c.e" which is the subject of
this recort was fabr-cated to determine --he rerform.ance that might be ex-
pected fro i a 10-centi=eter-iaet e o-oade ion source ion
rocket. The second beam source was im-ce4 mechanical-ly and simplified
electrically, and additIona. component ;ez.-zatilLty was provided.

This report deals vith the major &e-_etric and electrical para•eters
affectin6 the .errorrance of the ion roket. The ion-c!s.Aber geometry
was varied by charging such parameters a- the ion-chamber length, anode
length, and filament position. As part _-z- the Ion-chs.mber investigaticn,
two magnetic-field configurations were a so used. The a-ccelerator system
-a" investigated using tzo different Secr-etries. All electrical param-
eters were varied over the operational -a=ge4 of the ±on rocket and
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power supplies. The propellant flow rate was also varied. Mercury was
used as the propellant throughout the investigation.

SYMBOLS

J current, amp

n mass flow, g/sec

P power, w

PA acc'-lerator power, (VI + IVAI)-TA

%B beam, power, VI-T.B

PF filament power, MVJFJF

PI ion-chamber power, VV(JI - TB)

PM magnet power, AVkZM

PT total power, PB + PI + PM + PF + PA

V potential, v

A•V potential difference, v

Tip overall power efficiency, PB/PT

Tju propellant utilization efficiency, BIr.J• 1

Subscripts:

A accelLrator

B beam

c- calculated

3 emission

F filament

I ion chamber

M magnetic field
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4.

m measured

SD screen distributor

T total

t target

APPARATUS AND PCZLURE

Engine

The engine is shown in figure 1. A cutaway sketch is included in
figure 2. The propellant flows -through a calibrated orifice between the
boiler and the flow distributor. After leaving the distributor, the
flow enters the ion chamber. A field winding surrounding the ion cham-
ber provides a magnetic field roughly parallel to the axis of the ion
chamber. Electrons from a hot filament on the axis of the ion chamber
bombard the neutrals in the ion chamber, ionizing some of them. The
ions of interest pass through the screen which, assuming correct opera-
tion, shields the accelerator. The entire engine, with the.exception of
hot filaments, insulators, the field Windings, and one set of accelera-
tor grids, was fabricated of nonxagnetic stainless steel.

Boiler. - Steam at atmospheric pressure was used to heat the double-
walled boiler, providing very close thermal control with a mirnmim of
mechanical complexity. The size of the removable calibrated orifice was
varied to change propellant flow rates.

Distributor. - The purpose of the distributor is to distribute the
flow across the cross section and to shield the high-densatj flow near
the orifice from possible electrical dischazges. The distributor used
should give an approximately uniform flow distribution acz-ass the ion-
chamber cross section.

Ionization chamber. - The region between the distributor and the
screen is referred to as the ionization chamber. The ionization chamber
contains the cylindrical anode and the axial filament. Se_-eral chamber
lengths and anode lengths are discussed. The filament is a 0.25-
millimeter-diameter tantalum wire 2 to 3 centimeters long supported by
rods at the axis of the chamber. The filament support rods and anode
supports ran through boron nitride insulators, which fitted into tubes
running radially outward Irom the chamber.

Accelerator system. - Two different sets of grids we• used as ac-
celerators during this investigation. The first screen and accelerator
were constructed-of tungsten rods 0.16 cen ti-'e-er in dia_-eter on
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0.51-centimeter lateral centers. -The rods were free at the ends so that
thermal expan•ion could take place without causing bcwing. When assem-
bled, the axial centerline spacing of the two gridz ,as 0.51 centimeter.

The second set of grids, using 0.48-centimete•r axial spacing, was
composed of two 0.16-centimeter-thick stainless-stee•L plates. The
plates were drilled with 0.4S-cenrtirmeter-diezaeter iA. in a hexagonal
pattern with 0.64-centimeter center-to-center spae=9. The plates were
drilled while clamped together to ensure hole alin.ent.

Field winding. - Ena.meled copper wire supportýe-_ on boron nitride
blocks was used for the magnetic-field winding. A modified Helmholtz
configuration with 64 turns of number 16 wire in eeach coil was used to
give an approx•mately unifor= axial field throughz:t the ionization
chamber. A nonuniform magnetic field was provided 4Y one coil of 120
turns of number 16 wire positicned ax.ially to give the desired degree of
field variation throughout the ion cham--ber. The me_•an diameter of all
the hexagonal shaped coils was 2S centimeters.

Insulators. - Ball insulators were used for all high voltages. All
the balls were of fused alu'inu= oaide about 5 mi l-~ters in diameter
(3/16-in. stock size of synthetic sapphire). So-e ýsulators, such as
the filament `sun'nort insulators and the field winE-- suipports, were
fabricated of boron nitride. The boron nitride ir-lators were not sub-
jected to =ore than 100-volt potential uifferences.

Asse_ýbi• of components. - The ionization cham.ber was bolted di-
rectly to the screen grid. Th-e flanges of the screen grid, accelerator
grid, and coil mount wele _.7a6rlcated with holes -a7Je- than the insu-

lating balls, so that the balls both positioned and serarated the com-
ponents. Three bolts ran t'-•-oug.u the assembly to rn-.de the axial com-
pression to keep the balls in !iaze. ThZe flexibi=ity of thin metal sec-
tions per::itted thermal extanslon.

Neutral.izer. - A neuti-'al -rfiaent (20-m-:ong, 0.25-mm-diem.
tantaln wir-e) was stretched azi-oss the ion bear- -cut 25 centimeters
downstream of the engine. A direct current was ustl to heat the wire
(about 100 v), and the negani've end was grounded. to the, vacuum facility.
This device was installed pr:-imarily to stabilize cze-ration of the ion
accelerator. At high beam p•wer levels the wire ws moved to the edge
of the be=m to reduce the erosico due to the ion m-ingement and prolong
the neutralizer filement life.

Electr-ical system. - A sche&matic diagram of 1h.e electrical system
is shown in .'igure S.



Facility

The installation of, the engine in one of the 5-foot-diameter, 16-
foot-long vacuum tanks at the NASA Lewis Research Center is shown in
figure 4. The tank has three 32-inch oil diffusion pumps feeding into
a common ejector pump, followed by a mect-2nical pump. With cryogenic
pumping used in conjunction with the preceding pumps, engine operation
was possible in the !0"-millimeter-of-mercury pressure range. A more
complete description of this facility is included in reference 3.

MSULTS APD DISCUSSION

Experimental results will be discussed in the following order:
(1) ion-chamber perfor=ance, (2) general characteristics of the acceler-
ator system, (3) ion-chamber - accelerator system interactions, (4)
overall engine performance and reliability, and (5) ion-beam thrust and
associated target measurenients.

0

Ion-Chamber Perf=_-ance

A measure of ion-chamber efficiency is the energy dissipated in the
ion-cha.mber discharge per beam ion. In the early configurations where
the flow of ionizing electrons was very --::h greater than the beam cur-
rent, the powsr used in the ionization przcess was reg--arded as the cur-
rent collected by the anode times the ion-chamber potential difference.
As the beam current, and hence the secondary electron current, became a
larger percentage of the current collected by the anode, the ion-chamber
loss term was corrected to account for the secondary electrons. The
losses are properly wr'itten as the ion-chazher potential difference times
the difference between the current collected by the anode and the beam
current. The power dissipated in the ion-cha=m-ber discharge, in electron
volts per beam ion, is then arrived at by dividing this dissipated power
term by the bean current.

Typical ion-chamber performnance for this particular type of
electron-bombardment source is shown in the curve of figure 5. The en-
ergy dissipated in the ion-chamber dischare is plotted against the ion-
chamber potential differ-ence for a constant beam current. As ion-chamber
potential difference is lowered, the efficiency of the ion production
process increases until a minimum ion-chamber energy is reached at a
potential difference of 40 to 50 volts. Below this voltage level large
emission currents are required to maintain a given beam current because
"of the decreasing probability of ionization, that is, cross section
(ref. 1). The discharge losses rice and rapidly approach the emission
limit of the filament. IVhen a minimum ene•r-• is not attained, it is
usually due to this e-mission limit.
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.Magnaic-fieid strength, - The effect of magnetic-fieLd strength on
ion-chwiiber perf'ormance is shown in figure 6. The enery dissipated in
the ion-chamber discharge in electron volts per beam ion 4, pl1otted
against the magnetic-field strength at the center of the f-ilament. The
nonuniform-magnetic--field configuration was used. The icn-chamber po-
tential difference was 50 volts. A 0.125-ampere beam curre.t was main-
tained at a specific impulse of 7000 seconds. The prope!ant utilization
efficiency was 80 percent. The 1-centimeter anode was positioned at the
plane of the center of the filament. The chamber length -as 5 centi-
meters.

The losses drop very rapidly with increasing magnetic-field strength
up to about 30 to 35 gauss. After reaching this value the losses tend
to level out but still decrease slightly with increasing field strength.
The optimum condition is naturally the point at which the s, of chamber
losses and magnetic-field losses is minimized.

Magnetic-field shape. - Tvo magnetic-field shapes were investigated
during this program. An approximately uniform field was Xr-vided by a
Helmholtz coil configuration, modified to give slightly less uniformity
but over a greater axial length. The nonuniform field was arranged to
give a field at the screen which was 65 percent of the fieM strength at
the distributor when the screen and distributor were ap;-o.tely 10
centimeters apart. The field strength quoted, in this case, is the field
strength 5 centimeters upstream of the screen, the point at which the
center of the filament was positioned for the field shape tests. No
attempt was made during this investigation to ascertain the optimum
magnetic-field configuration.

The effect of the magnetic-field shape on ionization -c--tmber per-
formance is shown in figure 7. The energy dissipated in the ion-chamber
discharge per beam ion is plotted against the ion-chamber n tential dif-
ference. The upper curve was taken with the uniform =arec field at
a strength of 30 gauss. The lower curve was obtained with a decreasing
field in the downstream direction with the 30-gauss streng.h located at
the center of the filament. The beam current was 0.125 anere and the
specific impulse 7000 seconds. The propellant utilization efficiency
was again 80 percent. The ion-chamber performance improvetl when the
field strength was decreased in the downstream direction. This trend
held for all anode configurations tested during the balance• of the in-
vestigation.

An explanation of the improved efficiency with the nc=m= form mag-
netic field might be the concentration of high-velocity icmizing elec-
trons at the downstream end of the chamber, so that a grteser fraction
of the ions produced find their way into the ion beam. Auther possible
explanation is that the nonuniform magnetic field produces am axial
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variation of low-velocity electrcn density, which, in turn, produces an
electric field that tends to direct-ions in the downstream direction.

Ion-chamber length. -A considerable portion of the losses incurred
in the ion chamber may be due to recombination at the chamber walls,
anode, and distributor. Possible performance gains might be expected by
reducing the amount of metal surface available to the plasma boundary.
To investigate this supDsed effect and also to determine possible mini-
mum dimensions of the ion source, the ionization chamber was operated at
three lengths: 5, 10, and 17 centimeters. A 1-centimeter-wide anode
was used with all three lengths, and the filament was centered at the
plane of the anode.

Figure 8 shows the results of these tests. Again, the ch er
losses in electron volts per ion are plotted against ion-chamber poten-
tial difference for each of the three chamber lengths. The beam current
was 0.125 ampere and the impuilse 7000 seconds. The propellant utiliza-
tion efficiency was 80 percent. Figure 8(a) indicates that with the
uniform magnetic field the perforance improved (lower energy loss per
bean ion in the discharge) as the ion chamber was shortened.

The data of figure 8(b), for which the nonuniform magnetic field
was used, show the same general imnrovement as the chamber length was
shortened from 17 to 10 centimeters. However, the chamber perforance
remained substantially the same as the chamber was shortened further.
For these tests the 30-g-auss field strength was maintained at _ center
of the filament.

The general trend of results, then, tends to support the theory that
the chamber losses increase with cha3ber area, particularly for the two
longest chambers. The lack of improvement in performance for the short-
est chlamber, especially with the nonuniform magnetic field, indicates
týat the -all and end areas are not the only significant parmet-rs in-
volved.

Anode length. - Figure 9 shovs the effect of reducing the anode
length from 15 to 1 centimeter. The discharge loss per beam ion is
plotted against the ion-chamBer potential difference for a 0.125-ampere
beam. The impulse and propellant utilization efficiency are again, re-
spectively, 7000 seconds and 80 piercent. In a preliminary report on
this electron-bombardment source (ref. 2), it was shown that there was
little ion-chamber performance Variation for a wide difference in anode
length at low beam currents. The results of reference 2 are supported
by those of the present investigation at a higher beam current. The two
curves of figure 9 show that the performance of the 15- and 1-centimeter
anodes is similar with the unifora magnetic field. The two lover curves
show that vith the nonuniform magnetic field the performance of the
chamber with each of the anodes Is again very similar. Com;arisca of

_________________________
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the upper and lover pairs of curves indicates that the ?neficia. effect
of the nonuniform field is slightly greater with the 1-2:entimeter anode.
Similar performance has been obtained with the divergent, magnetic field
with other anode lengths between 1 and. 8 centimeters.

As was shown in the previous section, reducing the -wall area re-
duced ion-chamfoer losses. Thus, the number of ions rec-;=hining on that
wall area is probably not negligible. The insensitivity of the ion-
chwaiber losses to anode changes for the sa.me ion-chamber length further
indicates that it is unimportant whether this cylindricaL wall area is
at anode or distributor potential.

C"

In general, the shorter anodes (less than 3 cm) te-d-ed to be hard
starting in that a higher cham1ber potential difference has to be used to
start the discharge. The discharge was also relatively unstable at lo;
chamber notential differences.

Filament position. - From the data taken during the chamber length
tests it was felt that the position of the filament with respect to the
divergent field and chamber hardware might have some bear-Lng on the per-
form•ance of the ion chamber. Figure 10 shows the results of an attempt
to determine the effect of axial filrmnent location on the efficiency of

the ionization process. The tests were conducted with F 7.5-centimeter-
long anode and a 10-centimeter-long cham.ber. The 3-centm-eter-long fil-
ament was positioned at the ma=imum possible upstream or downstreým lo-
cations. The characteristics were investigated at beam currents of
0.125 and 0.0e0 ampere. Propellant utilization efficiienzy was constant
at 80 percent and specific impulse at 4500 seconds.

Figure 10(a) shows that the maximum efficiency for both filament
positions occurs at an ion-chamber potential difference of 70 volts.
The dol-wnstream; filament gives the best performance at the 0.060-ampere
beam cu.rrent. As mentioned in the general discu.ssion cf ion-chamber
charazteristics, the sha-p rise of the dissipated ena:7,-- bcelow 60 volts
for the 0.0d0-ampere beam is associated with very large emission
curren s.

M&Tntaining the same =agnetic-field strength in the center of the
chamber (S c= from the screen) and approximately doub -'g the beam cur-
rent gwae the results shown in figure 10(b). The sha~pe ot the two
curves is the same, but in this case the upstream fila_--nat has superior
perforance.

It appears, then, that at a beam current of 0.060 ampere a down-
stream filament location gives better performance, while at a beam cur-
rent of 0.125 ampere an upstream filament position is superior. It
should be pointed out, however, that the difference is, at most, less
than -0 percent.



Icn•.-ean current. - In addition to the effect of filament posit&:n,
figure 10 also shows the effect of changing the ion-beam current.frs
0.060 to 0.125 ampere at a specific impulse of 4500 seconds. The effect
of this zurrent change was greatest at low ion-chamber potential differ-
ences. Az 0.060-ampere operation was very inefficient below about F50
volts, -4:11e at 0.125 ampere efficient operation could be obtained at
the em!szion limit of the filament at 40 volts. The mini=w-i enerDy p
ion chanred. less drastically, being about 670 electron volts at 0.OW
ampere and 625 electron volts at 0.125 ampere.

Since the performance improved in increasing the ion-beam curr•-
from 0.0-0 to 0.125 ampere, it was of interest to see if a further •-
crease w°auld cause additional improvements. A comparison of ion-ceer
perforc=e at 0.125 and 0.25 ampere is shown in figure 11.

The energy dissipated in the ion-chamber discharge per beam i= is
plotted gianst ion-chamber potential difference at a specific imp-aide
of 7000 sec-onds. The 1-centimeter anode was positioned at the centar of
the 10-ce_•timeter-long chamber. The propellant utilization effici---y

* was 80 pe•rcent of all beam currents. The 0.125-ampere curve reachea a
maninimu ' z 380 electron volts per ion at a chamber potential differe=e
of 40 v0lots. The minimum was not reached at 0.25 amLaere because of M.- A

ament emlaion limitations. The lowest loss at 0.25 amnere was 530
electrcn v-olts per ion. The losses at the higher density conditicn also
increase =re rapidly with increasing ion-chamber potential differ-•r=e.

The decrease in performance (increase in losses) Xhen going fr=
0.125- t 0.;25-empere beam current has been noted with several other
source geometries and appears to be a general phenomenon associated 'ith
this size source.

Accelerator Performance

t Foizte 12 gives a qualitative picture of the beam power distr:t-__-
tion foz tae plate and wire accelerator grid systems. The contours were
drawn fr-am data obtained with hot wire and conventional calorimeter
traces ma with some assistance from observations of impingement. e--

terns at the calorimeter station and projections of patterns on a-_•.-re
farther downstream. The contours axe representative of the power ais'-
tributi-m I meter from the accelerator system and are given as perz•ts
of the ==-imum value.

As seen in fi&ure 12(a), the power distribution from the plate
gri0• ýas fairly good radial symmetry. Fifty percent of the beam p-er
is inclu1za in a 200 solid angle. The beam current vas 0.125 amper- at
a speaiftz impulae of 5000 seconds.
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The large spread in the power distribution from the wire grids,
shown in figure 12(b), is normal to the azis of the grid wires. Fifty'
percent of the beam power is contained in an elliptical cone estimated
to be about 200 by 450. The beam current was 0.125 ampere at a specific
impulse of 6300 seconds.

Figure 13 shows the current density profile across the beam approx-
imately 12 centimeters downstream of the accelerator system. The plot
was obtained by recording the impingement current on a 0.475-centimeter-
diameter molybdenum disk as it traversed the beam on the horizontal cen-
terline of the engine. The trace was taken using the plate grid accel-
erator system and operating at 0.125-ampere beam current and a specific
impulse of 6000 seconds. The highest current value recorded, at the
axis of the source, gave a current density of 37.2 amperes per square
meter. The average current density arrived at by dividing the total
beam current by the source area is approximately 15 amperes per square
meter. The average current density based on the accelerator open area
is then about 30 amperes per square meter vith a 0.125-ampere beam.

Accelerator impingement currents of less than 1 percent of the beam
current could be obtained with both the wire and the drilled plate ac-
celerator systems (fig. 14). The blockage of the wire grids was 37. per-
cent, while that of the plates was 4S percent. The wire grids held the
higher voltages (5 to 8 kv) much better than the plate grids. This ef-
fect is felt to be due to the souttering properties of the tungsten
wires compared to the stainless-steel plates (8 to 12 percent nickel).
Erosion patterns on each set of grids showed that the current density
was greatest at the center of the source. The effect of varying accel-
erating potential is shown in figure 14. 7he beam current was 0.25
ampere. The propellant utilization efficiency was 80 percent. The non-
uniform magnetic field was used, and th.e ion-chamber potential differ-
ence was maintained at approxirately 50 volts.

The point where the impingement current rises rapid!y with decreas-
ing potential is at the approximate current carrying capacity of the
grids. The plate grids, having a slightly shorter acceleration length
and perhaps better physical alinement, have better current carrying
characteristics at the lower voltages.

Accelerator System - Ion-Chaziber Interactions

The relative effects of the various geometry changes investigated
are not altered by the impulse level, but the absolute performance level
is. Data are available in table I to duplicate, at a lower impulse,
most of the figures presented thus far. Rigure 15 shows the effect of
specific impulse on ion-chamber performance for a 0.2S-ampere beam at a
propellant utilization efficiency of 80 percent. The ion-chamber
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potential difference was 50 volts except for the points below 6000 sec-
onds where it had to be raised to keep from exceeding the emission limit
of the filament. The nonuniform magnetic field was used along with the
drilled plate accelerator system.

The pWwer dissipated in the ion-chamber discharge per beam ion
drops rapidly from a value of nearly 1000 electron volts per ion at a
specific impulse of 5000 seconds to a value of 550 electron volts per
ion at about 8600 seconds. This effect is probably due to the increased
penetration of the accelerator electric field back through the holes in
the screen at the large potential differences associated with high
impulses.

Overall Engine Performance

The data of table II are indicative of the performance obtainable
with this 10-centimeter-diameter electron-bombardment ion rocket. The
point with a 0.35-ampere beam at a 6300-second impulse yields a calcu-
lated thrust of 10 millipounds. This operating point was held for 10
hours. All the data points except the last five were taken with the
stainless-steel plate grids. The last four were taken with the tungsten
wire grids. The point at 0.51-ampere beam current at an impulse of 5900
seconds (fifth row from bottom, table II) was taken with molybdenum
plate accelerators with 0.24-centimeter-diameter apertures.

The highest efficiency attained during this investigation was 87
percent at a 7750-second impulse. At this impulse and efficiency 206
kilowatts would be required to generate 1 pound of thrust from an array
of this type of source.

These data are not presented as representing ultimate or optimum
values but only the present state of the art for experimental hardware.
Further improvements should certainly be possible in the future. For
example, replacing the field coil with a permanent magnet would increase
the maximum measured efficiency of 87 to about 89 percent. The effi-
ciency at 5000 seconds would be similarly increased from about 64 to 69
percent.

Endurance Test

To determine the extent of damage to the accelerator during long
periods of time, the rocket was operated with a molybdenum accelerator
system for 150 hours at a thrust level of 4 millipounds. The beam cur-
rent was O,2O ampere at a specific impulse of 5000 seconds. Figure
16(a) shows a general view of the center of the upstream face of the ac-
celerator after the 150-hour run. Figure 16(b) shows a closeup of the
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center hole of the accelerator before and after the 150-hour run. The
fiv.ze deep pits surrounding the hole are merely rarks to locate the hole.

During the ernd!urance run appro!Lmately 230 'ars of propellant were
accelerated throuh the grid system. The weight loss of the accelerator
;az 2.3 grams or azbout 1 percent of the accelerated propellant r-ass. No
ccange in plate thickness could be easured with a micrometer. The total
time on the accelerator system used for the endurance run was over 200
hlurs at the conclusion of the run. 7he useful lifetime of the accel-
erator system is estimated to be over 1000 hours.

Thrust Target

A 30-centimeter-diameter, 0.5-milli=eter-thick stainless-steel disk
v-a mounted on a differential tranmftrer deflection pickup and used as
a thrust target duaring part of the inestigation. Thrust measurements
were made at compwa_ratively low beam =•twer levels. The maxin- target
-ass; was limited by the flex.ure plates of the pickupa_ to less than 50
grams, thus limitIng the size of eth disk. Thrust values up to 2 milli-
pcund, were obser.ed. Even at these lo-; thrust values the stainless

target, located 1 meter from the en-_ne;, was heated to incandescence.
Previous runs with an aluminurm target had resulted in the destruction of
the disk.

Because of the weight limitaticns imposed by the pickup flexure
plates, no attempt "-,as made to suppress secondary electrons or trap any
suttered material. The target was isolated electrically so thatt. poten-
tial buildup might be measured. Figure 17(a) shows the effect of the
neutralizer wire in the beam on the target potential for a range of spe-
cific impulse. 7he =-axi-nrm potential buildup on the target was +12
volts when the neutralizer was on. V-en the neutralizer emission was
shat off, the potential rose to as --r-uh as +l7Z0 volts.

The ion-beam c-rrents intercepted by the target were found by
grounding the target through an ammeter. The currents thus obtained are
shown in figure 17(b). Because of the deflection of ion traJectories
fIr the floating target potentials measured, the ion-beam current strik-
ing the target should be somewhat less than the measured values when the
target is isolated electrically and the neutralizer is not used.

The thrust data obtained with the neutralizer on are shco.m in
table III. For the plate accelerator system, the target currents shown
in 1-igure 17(b) were used to estimate the percentage of the bean which
impinged on the thuust target.

The measured thx-ust varied froma 65 to 96 percent of the estimated
value based on beam interception. Pr the wire grids, the percent of
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bearm striking the target wa5 etir,,nted from the power distribution pro-
files of figure 12 to be on the order of 40 to 45 percent. Using the
45-percent rate, the measured thrusts were 71 to 83 percent of the esti-
mated values. If the 40-percent figure is correct, 80 to 98 percent of
the estimated thrust was registered by the target.

Since the floating target potential with the neutralizer on was
only a few volts, ion trajectories should have been the same whether or
not the target was isolated. The momentum effect of sputtered particles
should introduce an error, perhaps of the order of 10 percent. The
largest errors, however, are probably associated with the estimated per-
centages of beam interception, which were based on current measurements,
both the currents as determined from beam surveys and that from ground-
ing the target. These current measurement errors, which are dne to sec-
ondary electrons, can easily explain the observed discrepancies between
measured and estimated target thrust.

CONCLUSIONS

A nonuniform magneti. field, decreasing in strength in the down-
stream direction, improves ion-chamber performance. The optimirn field
strength is approximately 30 gauss at the screen for a 10-centimeter-
diameter ion source.

Anode shape is not critical as far as ion-chamber losses are con-
cerned, but shorter chambers (less than 10 cm) perform better than
longer chambers. One beneficial effect of-a-long anode over a short
anode for a given chamber length is ease of starting in that a lower
potential difference is necessary to start the discharge.

The effect of filament position is significant but depends on ion-
beam current.

The minimum ion-chamber discharge losses for the 10-centimeter-
diameter ion source occurred at an ion-beam current of 0.125 a-mere.
The penalties associated with operation at higher or lower ion-beam cur-
rents were not large, however, at least for the range investigated from
0.060 to 0.25 amnpere.

Accelerator impingement currents of the order of 1 percent of ion-
beam current were obtained at impulses from 5000 to 84100 seconds at
ion-beam currents up to 0.4 ampere. The life of currently available ac-
celerator systems, estimated from the results of a 150-hour endarance

* run, should be at least 1000 hours.

Overall power efficiencies of up to 87 percent have been attained
* with the rocket reported herein.



The thrust measurements made with a thrust target were in subatan-
tial agreement with the calculated values from current and voltage
measurements.

Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Cleveland, Ohio, September 13, 1961
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I',TABLE I. - ION-CHAMBER DATA

(a) Effect of magnetic-field strength. Beam current (common
Sground), JB, 0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential differ-

ence, AVI, 50 volts; ion-chamber potential, VI, 4900
volts; accelerator potential, VA, -1250 volts;

propellant utilization efficiency, Iu, 80
percent; chamber length, 5 centimeters;

anode length, 1 centimeter; plate
accelerators; nonuniform

magnetic field

Magnetic-field Magnetic- Current Current Energy
strength at field collected collected by dissipated
fila=,ent, current, by anode, accelerator, in discharge

gauss Jm, 1I, JA, per beam ion,
amp amp amp ev/ion

18.5 4.5 3.20 0.00105 1230
20.5 5.0 2.60 .00082 990
24.6 6.0 1.80 .00083 670
28.7 7.0 1.50 .00082 550
32.8 8.0 1.40 .00086 510

36.9 9.0 1.25 .00085 450
41.0 10.0 1.20 .00087 430
44.1 11.0 1. 19 .CCC83 422
49.Z 12.0 1.17 .00ca5 418
53.3 13.0 1.15 .00090 410

57.4 14.0 1.15 .00087 410
61.5 15.0 1.10 .00088 390
65.i3 16.0 1.15 .00090 410
69.7 17.0 1.10 .00095 390
73.8 18.0 1.10 .00090 390
77.9 19.0 1.10 .00090 390
80.0 19.5 1"1-0 .00090 390



1. - Continued. -ION-CIHAMBZR DATA

(b) Chamber lenxth and mnaketr Cteld shape. Beam current (com•mon ground), JB, 0,125 amperej
plate accelerat-43; propellant utilization erriciLncy, 77u, 80 percent

pagnet• ron-,zhamer Aceleerat-r ywn•st-5- magnetec- •&-n5rCirrnn. current c';z"ent gnmiry
field potential, potential, t0q1 field ;ttial co11#'t.d col1,ýed collected by dtASt1ated
shape V11 VA, i I. current, -erenca, by ',r.. by screen accelerator, In dis-

S1 J3D, •/

M7w5er length, 5 an Lode 1en.,th, 1-
Unf--- 2500 -10o0 ii 7.25 90 2,15 0.74 0.0013 1460

-e1 2.151 .a .0013 1162
70 2.15 .65 .0012 1235

5 2127 .61 .0012 1267
7g 2.21 ,54 .C0-12 1130'3 2.2ý .46 .0011 11206o 2.• .ze, _ 1034
12a. 2.42 .29 1010
50 2.512 .17 1 9

Nc45 2.70 .10 .0010 98
4900 -1250 1i 7.25 so 1.72 .64 .0015 1147

as I.$5 .57 .0014 1058
I0 1.65 .51 .0014 975i 75 1.ea .47 X01I4 944
7C 1.61 .42 .0013 832
G3 1.73 .34 770

0 1 57i0 o .15 .2A 757
50 1.50 .159 0 670
45 1.0 .10 .00!2 657
740 2.i 0 .00101 664

%en- 2500 -1000 7.5 7.0 so 1.40 ---- .00ca 918
t ra = 1.40 817S!70 1.•7c

E • 1.47 645

65 1.4 516
.01.22 5Z8

45 130 531" e l�0 1.-5 520
4900 -1250 7.5 7.0 -0 . 0. .15 0.as 175

as 1.00 .15 .00.10 672
.0 1.CO .12 .01505 632
75 1.I0 .10 .OC04 503
I I 70 -.--- X 075 556
65 .12660 fI. .... 475
.55 1.10 .072 43.
s250 1.5 C070 410
•15 1.30 .00070 424
80. 1.40 .00071 4Ca

75 1.,0 .4 .0007! 461

I h'!. legh 70 172l .42gn .01.92

25C - I 7.25 10 2.67 0.3i 0.00132 132is 2.55 .72 Ociil 1651
0 21 0  .z3 1505

255 2.. .'0 1450
50 2.10 . 25 1330

45 2.05 7 4. 1282
60 21.2 .4 119555 2.:= .I 1

65~a 7.1 34 .36 65

-1500 2.7 .22 1055

2 - I5 70 1.2 .32 .4 1260SI5 1.35 ..3 .14 1105
o0 1.72 .50 .CO33 1021S75 1.30 .45 .0013 1005S70 1.73 .42 .001.2 925

45 1.6a .2 .0013 552
30 1.90 .24 .50013
55 1.12 .20 0012 79.3
50 2.10 .2i .0012 790
45 2. n 417 .3412 782'•41 2.51 ----....... 804

Nn- 2500 -10• $5 60 • 1.24 0.37 0.0002 755
'.~os•Io0 1.2.3 .37 739

75.$ 1.21 .39 Ga3S70 1.29 .35 647
S65 1.3-5 .34 $37

go 1 37 .33 597

55 1.43 .32 576
50 1.51 .30 554S145 1.63 .2a 552
33, 1.96 .22 $41 •

4900 -1250 7.0 6.0 to ,.9a .25 .000 547
?0 1 C2 .24 Soo
60 Ics ,23 444
'13 1.12 .22 4331
so 1.15 .2Q 410

40 1.!0 .16 376
3-0 IS2 ,01 430
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TABLE 1. -Continued. I0O1-CHAIMBER DATA

(b) Ccnclided. Chamber length and rmagretic-field shape. Beamn curre~t (comm~on ground), JB,
rI 0.125 ampere. plate accelera~or3; propellan.t utilization effic-1,ny, 77ui 80 percent

xantc :,-.a-- ýI1Celerator x ý&on.t-c- zor.-..C.rre= Lter
t'.el e ;Otsential, flt1 tell po~ta '::Z ..d -0-11 eited by dszt: ted

sae V11 I V, pten:a t3 ent dOl'r~f-e -.1 a~, by 3Ttr acc1,eratb-, In 1!a

V___ d ffrenie,, 1 ! ndJI chreP

Ch -rlen6:h. 17 cr.; antti ez. h cm

Unltcr= 2500 -10o0 11 725 9 2.70 0.s 0.0020 1SPa
2.2 .0020 -1T

2.S.0cla 174,

63i0 401- 1S_4.
70 2 1.0s

-23.0 .-7 12-0

0500 -1250 71 .25 42.0 47' .0013 .;
50s .0210=

2. C53 74 .123076

-1150 2.3510'

7.5 5 2.15 Y- iC24

455 2.35- -zia0

ba.- 300 -10 7.0 e.sd 1.45 0.26 0.=01 313s
un1fc 75 1.54 ..2 14:I70 1.55 .12 11,5

60 1.7 -2
63 1.622 .5 587
.0 1.30 .!ý 03 -

0 .E0 .*2 7103 0a
45 195 27 657

40, 2.35 1 .0012 842
008 220 71 62 s .40 .4? .0011 691



TABLZ 1. - contlnued. I~lC~~ DATA

(c) Fila.-.ent ;c~ttilfl. lofl-charhe. ;otential, V1, 2SC4 volts, accelers-4or potential, VA,
-1000 vrolsg; chamber length, li centimeters; anode length. '1.5 cenoieo&ers; plate
accelera=.rs; nonuniform~ mnagnet- field; propellarnt utilization ef~ctency, 77U,

80 percent

Filament magne01:=- Yantc Ic.- 0rtn urrent3 T rent 9?ýr 7a~rent Mnerv
position fl1e": f- Ced chzbrr e - c:le7:ed collecte-5 I o11eced h es - L4 eating dtsoi~ateý

;C t,-ba' current, ;atent'1a. t7; an-.od, by aereen by pcten.:&a =;rent, In dts-

difetn.e JZ deren-e, Jr. and a-celerator, dlfr=- F charge ;er
A7~. an; V. - dls tr~b-0cr, -~. , bea., Ion,

Bea= .- (=ceern ground), Zt, 0.060 an;p

L-,Sirea, 8. .0 97 C.-2 -0.0'. 0.0002 -- - 90'
as :63 - C_809
80 .67 OCS 813
75--i 4- 775

_______ C-30_____ 761

3-... 80 7.0 97 CA 0.0 .0002 - --- 9-07
stream _- 0Oi 5.0 7.2 81-0

I I ::C25 - 707
is .C25 5.C 7.2 662

72 -c~a673I I 737 712
Z -= 6500 -- --- 673

60 -2 C25 5.2 7.3 7C0

Sean (ceocn Zr.... 0 .1..25 arp

Up re .c 7.0 97 :-2 0.27 0.01 coi 6. 1005
80 .30 .0013 5 61 823

I04 .95 6:2 754

60 .2 5 6.3 8

I 50 0 .23 4I630
45 .9 .14 6.1 621
40 2..5 06 X04 t 6.8ý 63a

6.5 5.5 97 .7.0261 14
6.C.1 6.0 1320

60 i5 1Z 6.0 1150
70 is5 6.1 G 93Us
6 Zci .1 .2 505e

;7 e. 2 6.2 833
I .7 .17 e2 6.3 790

50 Z.C 00-1 i.Cm. 6.4 750
45 1?i .C02 44 6.5 697

_____ 31___ 2,7 .0. .lý E2 6.3 673

8on .0 7.0 91, 1-a5 0.22 I 0.0013 5. 6.2 1153
stream Q0 1.6 .2 6.2 1C76

I 70 i.' 5 '4 6.3 as,2
so I 0 1715 S 6 .4 756;

I55 1.76 a14.65 715

4s C5 .0 0014 -- 690
40 2.215 -. 76 .0014 7.. ;2 650

.5 5.3 97 2.093 -. 12 .0011 S~; 6.2 1523
0 2.03 -. 1 S. 6.3 1407

zI 2.113 -.0w 6.4 12A2
I 0 2*C 1.5 S 6s.5 115i

60 2. 19 -102 I 6.7 991
SS 218 -. C2 I .. a 6.8 908so 2 31 .0C2 1 4 7.0 875

-0 C9ý 7. 870C
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TABLE III. - TMOM TARGT DATA

(a) Vir.:s. measurements

Accelerator Speclfz Beeam Target TJ•JB Theo- Estiraedae Measured Measured
system impulse, =urrent current, retical targe thrust, " thrust/

sec cccn it, thrust, force, F,, 7 -ti.ted
grcund), amp Pc, it/JB X F'c, mlb taget

.1B, mlb Mnb force

Plate 5000 0.125 0.037 O.22-. 2.87 0.=.5 0.55 0.65
5000 .125 .037 .2zs 2.87 .rc .62 .73
6300 .127 .070 .550 3.53 2.00 1.93 .96
5500 .127 .00 .- 25 3.0> 1.21 1.10 .91

Wire 6300 .126 .;0 3.63 1.45 1.43 .ý-
.L: 3.E3 1.93 1.43 .88

Wire 63W00 .ZOO .40 5.S2 2.33 1.87 .e0
.-45 5.82 2.-;:z 1.87 .71

(b) Mrrust target vol-a,-e and. current. Beam =.=rent (co-on groun-), ZB, 0.125 amp:-re; accel-
erator potentia, WA, -1250 volts; c'e -- er length, 10 centiz-eters; anode length,

7.5 ce=n-tAters; plate accele-ratcrs; cnmuniform ma~tic field

Eeated Target Crre-t Ion- Magnetic )kg.etic- Ion- C_-7rent Current Current
filament poten- coliezted chamber field field chamber coltected collected collected
neut.ral- tial, 1- poten- poten- current, poten- ky a.,de, by screen by accel-

izer VT, target, tial, tial X.X, tial it, and dis- erator,
v J VI, "1 , differ- e:p; differ- alap tributar, JA,

aPm v ence, ence, JS), amp
arM, aVI, amp

V V

Off 770 O.025 Z000 7.0 E.3 60 i.73 0.11 0.0013
1010 .03S 2500 6.0 65 1.45 .11 .0012
1280 .0-* 3000 6.4 48 i.-8 .09 .0011
1550 .651 500 6.4 46 1.35 .08 ý010
1750 .0". 4000 6.35 44 1.32 0T .0011

am 10 O.05,-- Z0oo 7.0 6.3 CO 1.53 0.11 0,0013
i. .01 2500 !.0 65 1.-5 .11 .0013
11 .OO a•00 . 48 1.38 .09 .0011
12 .0-.5 3500 6 , .4 46 1.3_15 .03 .0010
12 .0-13 4000= 6.35 j_* .1.32 .07 .0011
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Figure 5. - General ion-chamber performance char-
acteristics. 0.125-Ampere beam current at a
specific impulse of 7000 seconds; nonuniform
magnetic field with strength of 32 gauss at cen-
ter of filament; propellant utilization effi-
ciency, 0.75.
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Figure 6. -Effect of magnetic-field strength on
ion-chamber performance. O.1l25-Am!pere tearm
current at a specific L-aulse of 7000 seconds;
ion-61h&-ber potential difference., 50 volItsi.
pror•ella•x utilization efficiency., 0.&.
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Figure 7. - Effect of magnetic-field shape on
ion-chamber performance at a beam current of
0.125 ampere.~ Specific impulse., 7000 seconds;
1-centimeter enxode was used with a 10-centimeter
chamber length..
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Figure 9. - Effect of anode length on Ion-chamber
performance with 3O-gauss field strength at the
filament. 0.1?.5-Ampere beam current at 7000-
second impulse; ion-chamber length, 17 centi-
meters.
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(b) 0.l25-Ampere beam current.

b Figure 10. - W•feet of filament position
on ion-ahamber" efficiency. N~onuniform
magnetic field with strength of 3
gauss at center of chamber; specifta
impulse, 4500 seconds; a 7,5-cent-'•--ter-
long anode va used in a lO-eentl~ter-
long ion ecbnmber,
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Figure 12. - Comparison aof beam power dtstributica for
plate and wire accelerator systems. 1 Meter dowastream,
of engiae.
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Figure 14. - Effect of specific i-_uJlse on
accelerator impingement current at 0.25-
ampere beam current. Propellant utiliza-
tion efficiency, 80 percent.
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Figure 15. - Effect of specific impulsee on ion-
chamber efficiency with 0. 125-an-ere beam at
propellant utilization efficiency of 80 per-

b cent. Nonuniform magnetic field; 1-eentimeter
anode in 10-centimeter-long ion c0 s=-er.
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(b) Closeup, of' center holeý.

Figure 16. -Impingement damage to molybdenum, accelerator during 1-50-hour
run with 0.2-ampere beam at specific impulse of 5000 seconds.
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Figm-"e 17. - Thrust target c~tand voltag as a function
of net accelerating potential with and wilthout neutralizer.
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